Garsia's discovery that functions in the periodic Besov space A(p~', p, 1), with 1 < p < oo , have uniformly convergent Fourier series prompted him, and others, to seek a proof based on one of the standard convergence tests. We show that Lebesgue's test is adequate, whereas Garsia's criterion is independent of other classical critiera (for example, that of Dini-Lipschitz). The method of proof also produces a sharp estimate for the rate of uniform convergence for functions in A(p~', p, 1). Further, it leads to a very simple proof of the embedding theorem for these spaces, which extends (though less simply) to A(a, p, q).
Introduction
In an article [8] striking for novel derivations of facts about Fourier series Garsia proved an inequality that implies the uniform convergence of the Fourier series of functions that belong to the Besov space h{p~x, p, 1); that is, of each / whose L p modulus of continuity satisfies co(h; p; f)h~l~l /p dh < oo, (1 < p < oo).
He also offered proof along more customary lines but later, in [9] , reflected whether a proof of uniform convergence could be based directly upon one of the well known convergence criteria for Fourier series.
the criterion for uniform convergence that these authors bring to bear is questionably "well-known" (hence all the more valuable). In Section 2 we use simple, rudimentary (with one exception) facts to deduce Garsia's theorem from the convergence test of Lebesgue. Fournier and Self extend their techniques to discuss allied questions and a number of connections with other work. For example, they point out that an obscure 1907 criterion of Hobson (J^ co(h; f)h~i dh < oo) is a limiting version of Garsia's criterion. Fournier and Self remark upon the presumptive independence of these criteria but forgo its verification. Like Garsia's theorem the Dini-Lipscriitz theorem (see Section 4) can be deduced \\\, p. 45] from Lebesgue's test; and Hobson's theorem is a ready consequence ol the Dini-Lipschitz theorem. In Section 4 we verify that Garsia's theorem does not contain Hobson's theorem, nor is it implied by the Dini-Lipschitj theorem.
In the spirit of Garsia's query it is appropriate that our initial proof, ir Section 2, be as elementary as feasible. In Section 5 we augment the prool with Riesz's theorem to obtain a natural, sharp estimate for the rate of uni form convergence in terms of the /^-modulus of continuity. A seemingh novel corollary of this estimate implies, in particular, that if f belongs t< Lip(a, p), with 1 < p < oo, then /(*) If / satisfies Garsia's criterion for some value of p < oo, it satisfies thi criterion for all larger values of p. This fact, essential for a satisfactor understanding of Garsia's theorem, is proved in [7] (see also [21, p. 161] ). Ii Section 6 we prove a more general result, based upon the method develope< in Section 5.
Garsia's Theorem
Suppose that l<p<oo,h>0, fis 2^-periodic (tacitly assume< henceforth), a n d / € L p [0, In] . W e write
Q(h;p;f) = \\f(-+ h)-f(-)\] L , ifp^oc, and w(h;p;f)
= sup{O(*';p; f): 0 < ti < h}. For / e L p ( / e C ii p = oo) we let E(n ;p\ f) = i n f { | | / -T n \\ p :T n is a trigonometric polynomial of degree < n) . Weierstrass's theorem asserts that E(n; oo; f) { 0 for everj continuous / ; whence E(n; p; f) | 0 for f e L p (l < p < oo). Jackson's "first" theorem [5, p. 97 Turning to the proof of Garsia's theorem we suppose that f e L p (1 < p < oo) and consider a sequence of polynomials T n = T(n) for which (degree o f T n ) < n a n d \\f -T n \\ p < 2 E { n ; p ; f ) . S i n c e \\f -T ( 
so that, if we assume / 0 ' co(h; p; f)h~x~x lp dh < oo, then the series representing / converges in L°° . In particular, after contingent modification on a set of measure zero, / is 27r-periodic and continuous on R.
Lebesgue's test [22, p. 65 ] is expressed in terms of expands when q is increased and that A(a 2 ,p,q 2 ) C A(a x , p, q x ) for all q x , q 2 provided a, < a 2 . Thus the third index serves to specify significant spaces between Lip(a 2 , p) and Lip(a,, p). For example, while A.(p~l, p, q) contains discontinuous functions if q > 1 (see Section 4), all functions in A{p~x, p, 1) possess uniformly convergent Fourier series. We are concerned mainly with these spaces. They enlarge with increasing p , a dependence upon p more subtle than the inclusions cited above. It is a special case of a general theorem. See [7, p. 363] or Theorem 6.1 infra.
Preliminaries
The remainder of this section sets out some needed facts for convenient reference.
We let A*(a,p,q)
denote the space of functions / for which (o*{h;p;f) appears in the defining inequality, (co* is the modulus of continuity defined in terms of a second difference). Here it is appropriate to allow 0 < a < 2 (see [5, p. 67] ). Evidently, co* < 2co; but so long as a < 1, A*(a,p, q) = A ( a , p , q) (see [4, p. 229] w h e n 3" < m < 3 " + 1 .
3.5. Suppose 1 < p < oo, g e l) , and g is even or odd with g(k) j 0 as k -» oo. Then g e If and e^AT
). See [1] . The properties of a slowly varying function L(t) stated above verify that these conditions are satisfied if g{k) = k~aL(k) and 1 < a + \/p < 2. The series analog of this shows that if {a n } is quasi-monotonic and belongs to / , , then a n -o(n~l).
(Quasimonotonic means that n~aa n | 0 for some a > 0.) LEMMA 3.11. Suppose a n > 0 and q > 1. [19] ) and Lemma 3.11 to obtain, for 0 < q < oo, provided c = ~aq + 1 + 2q > 1; that is, provided a < 2. This accounts for the first inequality. The second is simpler. Let Mr = sup n a E(n \p\f) (which we may assume to be finite); so that E{v \p;f)< M^v~a . Accordingly, by 3.3, n a-2 as asserted.
When q < oo inequalities similar to those at the end of the proof of Theorem 5.1 substantiate the left norm inequality. Further, the only relevant inequality in that proof which is not obviously reversible is proved to be so by the first part of the lemma. When q = oo the analogous sup inequalities are evident in virtue of the sup inequality in the first part of the lemma. We So plainly, L can be chosen so that co(h; oo; g) approaches zero less rapidly than, for instance, the reciprocal of any specified iterate of log; hence g will be far from meeting the Dini-Lipschitz criterion. (A propos, if the small o is modified to O in the Dini-Lipschitz condition there exists a function that satisfies the relaxed hypothesis but possesses a Fourier series that diverges on a set dense in [0, 27i]; see [22, p. 303 [22, p. 188] or [16] ). We now employ 3.3, 3.4, interchange of the order of summation, and (a), (b), and (c) to conclude that
< A(L(3") + T(3")) -A[o(T(3 n )) + T(3 n )] < AT(3") < AR(3~n).

Thus by 3.7 and the monotonicity of co and R, co(h; oo; W o ) < AR(h).
The reverse inequality requires only 3.2 and 3.4:
from which the required inequality readily follows.
Since the portion of our proof of Garsia' 
A quantitative version of Garsia's Theorem
By appeal to the M. Riesz theorem (3.8) we can modify the proof in Section 2 to estimate the rate of convergence of the Fourier partial sums s(n; f) -
PROOF. We may assume that /(0) = 0 since neither s(n; f) -f nor co* is altered by addition of a constant to / . For a specified n > 0, let k satisfy 2 k~l < n < 2 k , and write, as in Section 2, / -s(n) = s{2 k ) -
For the nonce, let K = [12] and the fact that 2 k > n to conclude that
The seemingly facetious 3456 that appears in (5.2) has been retained only to emphasize the determinability of a specific bound, (ii) I do not know whether (5.2) is valid for all functions in A*(l, 1, 1). (The proof fails when p = 1 with the failure of Riesz's theorem.) Notwithstanding, every / e A*(l, 1, 1) has a uniformly convergent Fourier series as a consequence of Remark 6.2 infra. This also follows from the Dirichlet-Jordan theorem [22, p. 59 ].
REMARK 5.5. Theorem 5.1 cannot be improved to assert that 
with each O uniform with respect to t. We obtain the asserted 0{n a ) estimate for the tail by allowing k -> oo. On the other hand, it is false that E(n ;oo;(p a ) = o(n~"); for by 3.3 such an estimate would imply that co(n~l; oo; <p a ) = o(n~a), which is false, as we have seen.) 5.11. The question arises whether an analog of (5.2) might be valid with p = oo whenever the integral on the right is convergent (which is the case, for instance, for the function <p a , as we verified at the end of 5.10). Unfortunately, the answer is no. For 0 < a < 1 the function / of [22, p. 
. Further, from the mean value theorem for second differences and the fact that on (0, n), \g (t)\ < i (which is increasing), we conclude that, for a suitable 6 -6 t e ( -1 , 1 
